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	 Coaching	Dynamics’	Mission	Statement

“To respect, listen to, support, encourage, inspire and motivate my Business and 
Executive clients to excel in all areas. To open their minds to options and plans 
of action that will take them positively forward in ways they did not believe was 
possible! To bring clarity to the priorities, strategies and opportunities within their 
business or role to help them achieve the exceptional results they desire.”

	 Coaching	Dynamics’	Vision	Statement

“To enable my clients to have clear direction, focus and achieve quantifiable 
success in all areas of the business. For them to take ownership of their role, 
have job satisfaction and happiness, to prosper and be profitable while growing, 
learning and developing into the people and organisations they would like to be.”



Hello,

I’m Tina Dulieu with some important business questions for you:

Is your business currently achieving its potential? 

Would	your	business	benefit	from	help	with	the	following:

  Planning a clear and achievable strategic growth path for a profitable future?

  Empowering your Management Team or staff to take ownership of their responsibilities?

  Bringing in new clients and servicing existing ones better to increase profits?

  Being more efficient, effective and pro-active with time to achieve what’s necessary?

  Developing those business ideas that you will ‘get round to’ or brainstorming new ideas? 

Every business must grow and evolve otherwise it stands still or, worse, goes backwards. 

It’s so easy to end up fire-fighting instead of driving the business forward to its full potential, isn’t it? 
That’s where Coaching Dynamics can help! As a proven independent specialist in Business & Executive Coaching and 
Management Training, who has run two successful businesses, I deliver empathetic, experience-based and enjoyable 
coaching with the commitment and expertise to help you take your business or organisation positively forward.

Coaching Dynamics can help your business grow and evolve through:

  Business, Executive and Management Team Coaching

  Leadership & Management Training

  Sales Strategy Training

  DISC Personality Profiling

  Growth Accelerator *

Could you, your business, or your Management Team, benefit from the above support?

Call me on 077 6666 4564 or email tina@coachingdynamics.co.uk to arrange a complimentary consultation to find out. 
Thank you for your interest and I look forward to speaking to you very soon.

My best wishes,

Tina Dulieu, B.Ed., DipCEC  
Coaching Dynamics  
Business & Executive Coaching and Management Training  

PS:	I	can’t	wait	to	learn	more	about	your	business	plans	to	help	‘challenge	you	to	be	successful’! 

Tina Dulieu works with businesses in Essex, Hertfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Kent.

* Tina is a registered and approved Growth Coach for Growth Accelerator providing expert, tailored advice to help ambitious businesses achieve rapid, sustainable growth.   
Find out more at www.GrowthAccelerator.com

www.coachingdynamics.co.uk 
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BUSINESS COACHING

BUSINESS COACHING

Business Coaching is about identifying the vision for your business, challenging you to unleash the potential of the 
Directors and staff, and maximising performance in every area of your business that matters – areas such as:

  Prioritisation of Tasks and Time Management

  Effective Delegation of Tasks and Responsibility

  Recruiting and Employing Wisely and Successfully

  Effectively Managing, Leading and Communicating with Others

  Developing and Expanding Client Base and Maximising Current Client Potential

  Sales and Marketing Strategies, and Planning and Implementation

  Business Growth, Expansion and New-Ideas Development

  Finance, Cash Flow, Investment, Profitability

  Administrative Processes, Systems Development, Organisation

  Personal, Staff and Management Development & Training

  Succession Planning and Change Management

Business Coaching is dynamic, motivational, inspirational, forward-looking, goal-orientated and extremely successful!  
It focuses on future success by helping you define new options and choices open to you to change processes for the better.

As your Business Coach, Tina Dulieu will:

  Listen in complete confidence to your ambitions and challenges and not judge you

  Bring experience, expertise and knowledge of the business world

  Offer an outside perspective, a fresh approach and bring clarity to the situation

  Help you define your business goals, motivate you to work towards them in manageable, workable steps taking 
your business forward in a positive direction - fast!

  Focus in detail on areas of your business that need improving and challenge you discover your own solutions

  Work with you so you can build a solid infrastructure for growth and increased profitability

Professional Business Coaching with Coaching Dynamics is a supportive relationship that helps people produce 
extraordinary results within their businesses or organisations. Through the process of your coaching with Tina Dulieu, you 
will deepen your learning, improve your performance and enhance your quality of life!

“I will help you discover new options and choices through proven questioning 
techniques and coaching models, to find the best way forward for resolving the 
important issues you face within your business”.

Tina Dulieu

Business
Coaching

Continued...
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BUSINESS COACHING

Business-Partnership Coaching

Business-Partnership Coaching is a particular expertise of Coaching Dynamics, having worked with businesses that 
have two or three business partners who share ownership of the company. For example: husband/wife, siblings,  
parents/descendents, friends and previous colleagues. Through the coaching sessions we ensure that each partner 
identifies their own role and ambitions for the company, and that their values, aims and vision are in unison and exciting! 
Much progress is made through these action-orientated sessions.

Role of Your Coaching Dynamics Business Coach

Tina	Dulieu	understands	how	to	help	you	analyse	every	aspect	of	your	business:

Coaching Dynamics Business Coaching Programme

Tina Dulieu begins with YOUR business and ambitions. There is no prescribed system as every business owner and 
business is different, even in the same industry. However, there are common elements to achieving success for every 
business and this is where Tina’s expertise and guidance comes in to focus on what is right for you. Completion of a  
Pre-Coaching Form prior to starting work is valuable in getting the thought processes going.

INTENSIVE 3 or 6 Month Business Coaching Programme

  6 or 12 fortnightly individualised two-hour coaching sessions

  Unlimited e-mail support

  Appropriate related coaching material

  On-going Six Sector Efficiency Analysis of progress throughout the programme

On-going business coaching is available on completion if required and, indeed, many of my clients come back again 
and again as they continue to grow and develop.

How does coaching benefit the business bottom line?

Coaching is proven - 92% said it has a positive impact on the bottom line.  
(Chartered Institute of Personal Development, ‘CIPD’).

80% of businesses that sought external advice expect 
to grow in the next two to three years compared with 67% 
of businesses that didn’t. (BIS 2010)

“When you succeed Tina succeeds, and that 
is a true win-win scenario.  Turnover year on 
year has more than doubled, with business 
coming in from all over the place!”

Patricia Fox, Managing Director,  
Aralia Garden Design & Build

“At times being a Business Owner or Director can be a lonely place. Together we 
will set manageable, achievable, realistic goals and action plans for achieving 
them, empowering you to deal head-on with the challenges that are holding you 
and your business back”.

Tina Dulieu

www.coachingdynamics.co.uk 
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EXECUTIVE	COACHING

EXECUTIVE	COACHING

Executive Coaching is for Directors, Senior Managers and executives in senior roles. The greatest benefit of Executive 
Coaching in a busy executive’s working life is to have someone listen exclusively and attentively to them with the sole 
aim of helping them be more successful in their role.

Executive Coaching may be requested by the Business Owner, CEO or HR  to help develop Directors or Senior 
Managers for the benefit of the business. There is always an initial discussion with the key person who commissions 
the coaching as to the focus of the coaching programme. It must be noted however that the content of the coaching 
sessions is completely confidential to the Executive on the programme.

Role of your Coaching Dynamics Executive Coach

With a natural intuition that gets to the heart of the matter and her career-long experience of developing the potential of others, 
Tina Dulieu employs these and her lateral thinking skills for the successful development of Executives on her programmes.

As your Executive Coach, Tina Dulieu will:

  Listen intently and confidentially to your challenges, difficulties, 
successes, fears, conflicts and professional ambitions

  Help you prioritise your projects and achieve targets

  Challenge you to plan and action personal goals within your role

  Develop your managerial and leadership skills

  Consider with you what can be delegated to others

  Motivate you to be highly effective, action-focused and successful

Coaching Dynamics Executive Coaching Programmes

INTENSIVE 3 or 6 Month Executive Coaching Programme

  6 or 12 fortnightly individualised two-hour coaching sessions

  Unlimited e-mail support

  Appropriate related coaching material and tools

  On-going Six Sector Efficiency Analysis of progress throughout  
the programme

“With an executive role comes huge responsibility and the expectation that you ‘will make 
things happen’. Always striving to achieve and be seen as effective, proactive, in control  
and with all the answers can be very stressful. So with whom do you share this stress?   
I believe my Coaching Dynamics’ programmes provide the solutions you are looking for!” 

Tina Dulieu

Executive  
Coaching

‘Tina gave honest feedback on 
the business and then provided 
full support to assist with 
changing the direction of the firm, 
including the leadership style and 
providing support to the Directors 
to assist with implementing 
change. The results have been 
tremendous, with the acquisition 
of a new firm and employment of 
6 new staff, which is a result of 
Tina instilling confidence in our 
decision making.’

Pip Sanford, Managing Director, 
Branwell Ford UK Pensions  

Recruitment Limited
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MANAGEMENT TEAM COACHING

MANAGEMENT TEAM COACHING
Coaching for your Management Team is an excellent way of ensuring that your team of Directors or Managers meet 
their targets through collaborative discussion and co-ordinated activities for the benefit of the business, and that each 
individual within the team is developed in line with the desired outcome for the success of your company.

Powerful Team Coaching outcomes are based upon the following principles and foundations:

  Each team understands, acknowledges and supports the vision for the business

  Each team member understands and values the role of the others in the team and utilises their strengths  
(DISC Personality Profiling is a key factor in determining this).

  A forum for creativity, discussion, collaboration, support and team solutions is developed

  Frustrations, disputes and tensions are aired, discussed and dealt with before they become major problems

  An in-sync Senior Management Team is developed with the outcome that all staff see united, focused leadership

  Action plans of manageable goals are created within a specified time, moving towards the greater goal and 
vision for the business

Role of your Coaching Dynamics Management Team Coach
As your Management Team Coach, Tina Dulieu will:

  Ask thought provoking, and sometimes challenging, action-focused questions using proven questioning techniques

  Work with the team on specific areas, pre-decided before each session. 
Examples of this might be:
 • Defining the direction of the business and creating the right image
 • Setting sales targets and increasing productivity
 • Developing an on-going marketing strategy
 • Staff communication, development, performance and recognition

As the team coaching evolves, it may become apparent that individual team 
members would benefit from individual coaching sessions on specific areas 
of concern for them, personal development or addressing limiting beliefs that 
may be hindering their progress. This can be arranged as necessary.

Coaching Dynamics Management Team Coaching Programmes
Management Team Coaching Programmes take different formats according 
to the requirements of the team and what they want to achieve. Typically they 
can be any one of the following:

  A programme over six months with regular three hour coaching 
sessions fortnightly or as required

  A whole day Workshop to kick-start the programme followed by a 
series of three hour coaching sessions over several months as required

  Regular on-going monthly	half-day coaching sessions to keep up 
the momentum

Contact Tina Dulieu personally for a consultation to discuss your Management Team’s requirements.

Management Team 
Coaching

‘In November Tina helped 
me form a ‘Growth Team’ with 
my Operations and Sales 
Managers and by December 
we had formalised a solid 
3 year plan that will help us 
double our business. Tina has 
helped me focus on analysing 
the core services we offer our 
clients with an outcome of 
completely re-designing and 
re-packaging them, which I 
know, will be the contributing 
factor to our success.’

Chella Heyes, Managing Director,  
Zoom Answercall Services Limited

www.coachingdynamics.co.uk 
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GROWTH ACCELERATOR

COACHING THROUGH GrowthAccelerator

Tina Dulieu is a registered and approved Growth Coach for Growth Accelerator providing expert, tailored advice to help 
ambitious businesses achieve rapid sustainable growth.  Find out more at www.growthaccelerator.com.  

What is GrowthAccelerator?

GrowthAccelerator is where ambitious businesses go to grow. A unique service led by the country’s leading growth 
specialists, GrowthAccelerator provides driven businesses with new connections, new routes to investment and the new 
ideas and strategy they need to achieve their full potential.

How is GrowthAccelerator different from other services?

GrowthAccelerator exclusively targets high growth businesses who want to enter their next growth phase and have the 
potential and determination to get there.

If that’s not where you are, then GrowthAccelerator isn’t right for you. But if it does sound like your business and you 
commit to the support we give, your business will continue to grow.

The help you’ll receive with GrowthAccelerator is bespoke, with the package of support you receive focused on the 
specific needs of your business. It will involve a commitment of your time, but with support tailored to your business 
priorities and the way you work, we won’t waste your time on issues you’ve already got covered. We’ll only work together 
on what your business needs to realise its full potential.

GrowthAccelerator and Coaching Dynamics

GrowthAccelerator’s aim is to work with 26,000 businesses over three years. It’s unrivalled 100-strong team of 
Growth Managers are responsible for identifying ambitious, high growth potential businesses and matching them with 
experienced Growth Coaches across the country. Tina Dulieu and Coaching Dynamics are proud to be a part of such a 
high-calibre and innovative scheme.

To be a registered and approved GrowthAccelerator Coach, Tina Dulieu has fulfilled the following 
stringent criteria:

  A proven track record in helping small and medium sized companies accelerate and sustain their growth, in 
every size, region and sector

  Made the same journey herself so knows and understands what it’s like to fight for success and make it happen

  The skill of knowing when to talk, when to listen, and how to lead you to ideas that will transform your business

GrowthAccelerator

“I have had many years experience of helping clients access Government initiatives for the 
development of businesses. In my view, Growth Accelerator is the most exciting, innovative and 
successful of all the programmes.  Any business that has the true ambition and the potential to 
grow is missing a trick if they do not take full advantage of all Growth Accelerator has to offer.”

Tina Dulieu

Continued...
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GROWTH ACCELERATOR

Through GrowthAccelerator coaching, Tina Dulieu will help you:

  Appreciate your true potential for growth and set achievable goals with you and your management team using 
excellent and proven coaching tools

  Identify and motivate you to implement the change that needs to happen in order to achieve sustainable growth

  Identify and overcome any barriers that may be holding you back

  Develop innovative plans for products or services with actionable and achievable plans to commercialise and  
market those innovations

  Access her comprehensive network of connections through introductions and cross-referrals

Leadership & Management Training via GrowthAccelerator

There is further matched-funding	of	50% for Leadership & Management Training of up to £2000 per person. This is 
 accessible for businesses on the GrowthAccelerator. Tina Dulieu is also a registered and approved Leadership & 
Management Trainer for GrowthAccelerator.

Coaching Dynamics provides training for GrowthAccelerator clients as follows:

  Leadership & Management Skills Training

  Sales Strategy Training

  DISC Personality Profiling Training

For further details please refer to the relevant information sheets in this brochure or visit the Coaching Dynamics’ website.

If your business is not eligible for GrowthAccelerator funding, it may be eligible for funding from other local Government 
sources. As part of a free initial consultation process, Tina will be able to explore such further funding possibilities with you.

Is YOUR business eligible for personalised support through GrowthAccelerator?

Achieving 20% growth year on year is the hallmark of high growth businesses. GrowthAccelerator is designed to 
support a wide variety of businesses to attain that growth. It doesn’t matter what stage of growth you’re at, as long as 
you can complete the following check-list, we can help you:

  Are you determined to grow?

  Is your company registered in England?

  Do you employ fewer than 250 people?

  Is your turnover under £40m?

If you can answer YES to these questions then complete  
the Lets Get Started form on the Coaching Dynamics’  
Website or contact Tina Dulieu today! 

“Our Growth Accelerator business coaching 
sessions with Tina focused on creating and 
implementing a strategic growth plan and a 
12 month targeted marketing plan.  This has 
been instrumental in moving our business 
forward and increasing profits.” 

Karl Willett, Managing Director,  
Lasered Components Limited

www.coachingdynamics.co.uk 
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LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT TRAINING

LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT TRAINING

Why Train your Senior Team in Business & Management Skills?

Is your business reliant upon the actions and the attitude of your Directors, Senior Managers and Managers to achieve 
your business goals?

Coaching Dynamics’ Leadership & Management Training Programmes are built to strengthen your organisation’s 
structure and effectiveness with continuous and sustainable growth in mind. The programmes empower your leaders 
and managers to address challenges and give individuals the passion, knowledge and tools to deliver discernible 
strategic action!

Role of Coaching Dynamics

Leadership &  
Management Training
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“The purpose of my Leadership and Management Skills Training programme 
is to give your Management Team the motivation, focus and skills to develop, 
which in turn will help your organisation successfully evolve into the organisation 
you want it to be. The desired outcome is to help you grow a business that your 
Management Team is proud to be a part of.”

Tina Dulieu

Continued...
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LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT TRAINING

Coaching Dynamics’ Leadership & Management Skills Training Programmes

This programme consists of 10 modules, all of which are suitable for business owners, all levels of management and 
potential managers. The great advantage of this programme is that you or your colleagues can select 1, 2, 3....or all  
10 modules - you choose! Together the 10 modules make the ‘Full	Circle	of	Management	Skills’.

Each module is delivered in a half-day Workshop, at your business premises or another appropriate venue, and the 
content is adapted to suit the specifics of your company and the people attending following an initial consultation. 
Choose from:

  Leadership and Management skills

  Communication skills

  Time Management

  Delegation skills

  Staff Development

  Personal Development

  Presentation skills

  Company Growth strategy

  Conflict & Negativity

  Customer Service

If you would like a skilled, knowledgeable, pro-active management force for your business, then contact Tina Dulieu for 
Module Content and to book a confidential, complimentary consultation.  It might be the best business and management 
decision you make today!

Tina’s legacy to Prime Light is that we find 
ourselves a much more focussed and 
robust management team, more aware of 
each other’s strengths. Consequently we are 
a stronger, healthier team with an ambitious 
yet realistic growth plan for the next three 
years and a more positive ‘can do’ attitude.

Michael Cole, Managing Director, 
Prime Light Electrical

“Many Managers, Senior Managers and Directors rise through the ranks to a 
leadership role without ever having had any formal management skills training.  
This programme addresses this skills gap to develop a strong and effective 
leadership team.  A ‘must’ in building the infrastructure of a solid business.”

Tina Dulieu
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DISC PERSONALITY PROFILING

DISC PERSONALITY PROFILING 

What is DISC Personality Profiling?

  Is it possible to predict how a person will act in a particular situation?

  Would it be useful to know what motivates a person and what their fears are?

  Could knowing a person’s management style and how they communicate be beneficial?

  How about anticipating how they will react under stress?

  Can we know whether someone is suitable for a certain role and whether they will fit Into your team?

DISC Personality Profiling is an excellent tool that can be employed that answers ‘Yes’ to all those questions; it’s 
effective, accurate, easy to understand and brings a depth of personal knowledge that changes how we perceive 
ourselves and others.

DISC was first  accredited to Dr William M Marston, a psychologist with a PhD from Harvard and also the creator 
of the first lie-detector. Dr. Marston used practical explanations to help people understand and manage their 
experiences and relationships.

How does DISC Personality Profiling work?

DISC Personality Profiling testing and analysis is proven to be highly effective in the assessment of a person’s 
personality and predicted behaviour within a selected environment, such as the work place.

Via a questionnaire, which can be conducted on an individual basis, within a team or via Workshops, the person selects 
statements that are ‘most like them’ or ‘least like them’. From this information three graphs are produced which are 
analysed and interpreted which determines their personality.

These graphs detail the percentage and combinations of the four personalities in the individual’s profile. The personalities are:

Knowledge and understanding of the personality make-up of oneself and colleagues helps create effective 
management, co-operative working, and good dynamics within the team to attain the required results.

DISC Personality 
Profiling

Continued...
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DISC PERSONALITY PROFILING

DISC Personality Profiling and Coaching Dynamics

Coaching Dynamics firmly believes in the powerful merits of DISC Personality Profilng to enhance the understanding and 
performance of the people within an organisation. DISC can be delivered to clients as follows:

  Individual or Team Assessment within a Coaching Programme

  DISC Training & Analysis Workshops

  For Recruitment purposes

Contact Tina Dulieu for further details.

The Benefits of DISC Personality Profiling

  Career Progression and Employee Retention and Recruitment 
For motivated staff who excel in job roles that match their skills, attitude and behaviour, DISC profiling can 
identify management and leadership qualities, organisational and process driven skills, natural sales ability, 
aptitude for service and team-player qualities.

  Positive, Productive Team Building 
DISC profiling enables business owners and management teams to understand why others behave like they do. 
Increased sensory acuity allows you to constructively adapt your communication style and behaviour to appeal to others.

  Personality	Clash	and	Conflict	Resolution 
Conflict often arises when others do not act in 
accordance with our expectations. By understanding 
the motivation and intention behind the behaviour, 
conflict and disagreements can be greatly reduced.

  Stress	Identification	and	Solving 
DISC profiling is a tool that can detect and remedy 
colleagues who are susceptible to frustration 
or stress, factors which often result in under-
achievement, negativity and sickness, which in 
turn undermines an organisation’s ability to deliver 
objectives and targets.

  Feedback Mechanism 
DISC profiling helps business owners, senior 
executives and line managers deliver constructive, 
non-confrontational feedback tailored to their colleagues’ 
preferred communication style – which means the 
feedback will ensure your desired outcome and trigger 
positive response.

“All my clients and management teams are DISC profiled so that I know exactly the personality types I am working 
with, the way they work and think, their motivations, how they react under stress and their fears. The analysis 
comes from correctly and accurately interpreting the graphs according to the percentage and combination of each 
personality type a person has in their profile.

Through direct feedback I am able to give very accurate predictions about their management style, how they deal with 
situations, people and decision making – it is fascinating!”

Tina Dulieu

“I asked Tina to analyse the profiles 
of our management team. Through a 
workshop she helped us understand 
the process, personality types and 
how we could use that information 
to best effect. It was interesting and 
enlightening! We now understand how 
and why we react as we do, especially 
with regard to risk-taking business-wise. 
We know who the analysers are and 
who wants the detail, who the drivers 
are and who can use their influencing 
skills to build relationships.”

Hilary Westgarth, Managing Director,  
AV UK Limited
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SALES STRATEGY TRAINING

SALES STRATEGY TRAINING

Sales is a complex science and there is much strategy and psychology attached to being a successful Sales Director, 
Manager or Salesperson. The Coaching Dynamics Sales Strategy Programme addresses all the relevant buyer-seller 
dynamics, processes and techniques in a programme tailored to your business or industry.

Role of Coaching Dynamics

Different businesses and industries require different sales strategies and tactics according to the type of products or services 
they offer. Some of these strategies will come more naturally you and your colleagues than others and that is where Tina 
Dulieu’s expertise comes into play. Being absolutely comfortable with the sales techniques you employ and understanding 
the psychology behind them and attaining complete buy-in is paramount to the sales success of your business.

Coaching Dynamics’ Sales Strategy Programme

Coaching Dynamics’ Sales Strategy Programmes are delivered as Workshops tailored to your business within the 
structure of these four elements:

  Strategy – everything from understanding body language to ‘closing the sale techniques’

  Financial – every aspect from understanding the buyer’s budget to the financial implications of promotions

  Practical and Analytical – from facing challenges to setting and monitoring those targets!

  Expected Outcomes – analysis of markets, actions plans, performance, profit

If you would like a skilled, knowledgeable, pro-active sales force for your business, then contact Tina Dulieu to book a 
complimentary consultation to discuss programme content.

“At Coaching Dynamics great importance is attached to delivering the Sales 
Strategy programme content to suit the business and people on the training.  
I will work with you, discussing your aims and objectives in order to achieve  
the right approach and set those targets for success!”

Tina Dulieu

Sales Strategy 
Training

“Effective and motivational, Tina has been able to get 
us all to focus on the issues we need to address to 
move our business forward, and has even suggested a 
number of solutions that we had not thought of.”

Quentin Bargate, Senior Partner, 
Bargate Murray
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TESTIMONIALS

“Tina worked with us for 6 months as our Growth Accelerator coach.

Tina has a strong analytical grasp, excellent communication skills and good people skills- for the 
6 months she worked with us she proved invaluable, not only for her work as GA coach but also 
providing sound advice along the way on a wide variety of matters.

Tina’s legacy to Prime Light is that we find ourselves a much more focussed and robust 
management team, more aware of each other’s strengths. Consequently we are a stronger, 
healthier team with an ambitious yet realistic growth plan for the next three years and a more 
positive ‘can do’ attitude.

Tina also ably assisted us in designing and implementing a marketing plan, a staff appraisal 
system, and taught us the importance of using DISC analysis when recruiting with the aim of 
getting it right first time!

All in all Tina did a great job for Prime Light and, I would recommend her wholeheartedly!”

Michael Cole  
Prime Light  
www.primelight.co.uk

www.coachingdynamics.co.uk 
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TESTIMONIALS

“Tina Dulieu of Coaching Dynamics was introduced to me through an existing client in 
September 2012. I was at the stage in the business where I needed to focus on growth and 
expansion with the end result of doubling my business within 3 years. Having invested in 
moving to bigger premises to help achieve that growth, I was overwhelmed with how I was 
going to start planning for it.

I had my first business coaching session with Tina at the end of November 2012, and with her 
recommendation and help, I managed to get the coaching part funded by being accepted onto 
‘GrowthAccelerator’ with Tina as my Growth Coach.

Tina then helped me form a “Growth Team” with my Operations and Sales managers to be also 
present in the coaching sessions, and by the end of December we had formalised a solid 3-year 
plan that will enable us to double our business by 2016.

In just a short space of time, Tina has helped me focus on analysing the core services we offer 
our clients with an outcome of completely re-designing and re-packaging them, which I know, 
will be the contributing factor to our success.

The areas we are now working on for 2013 are: expanding our core opening hours; changing 
the blend of business so we focus on selling the more profitable services; developing more 
targeted marketing; and becoming recognised as market leaders through Awards and 
recognitions to help us stand out from our competitors.

Tina’s dedication and support to our business is amazing and her advice and knowledge 
is truly inspirational. I would recommend Tina to any business owner who is serious about 
growing their business.”

Chella Heyes  
Zoom Answercall Service Ltd  
www.zoomuk.co.uk
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TESTIMONIALS

“BranWell Ford has worked with Tina for a period of 12 months, and in this time, the workforce 
has grown by 50%.

We initially engaged with Tina as the Directors were feeling a little jaded with running a company 
for 10 years and seeing through a tough economic downturn. After an initial session, Tina gave 
honest feedback on the business and then provided full support to assist with changing the 
direction of the firm, including the leadership style and providing support to the Directors to 
assist with implementing change.

The results have been tremendous, with the acquisition of a new firm and employment of 6 
new staff, which is a result of Tina instilling confidence in our decision making. Tina has been 
fundamental in streamlining procedures, improving efficiencies and has conducted DISC 
profiling on the entire workforce to improve team building and developing internal relationships.

I have absolutely no hesitation in recommending Tina’s knowledge and experience as an 
independent business partner, her style is professional, challenges the thought process and is 
very effective.”

Pip Sandford  
Branwell Ford & Law Consultants Ltd  
www.branwellford.co.uk

www.coachingdynamics.co.uk 
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TESTIMONIALS

“I could have been seen as a doubting Thomas when it comes to business coaches as I’d got 
through the past 30 years successfully managing businesses and people in both stormy and 
buoyant times. I was pretty sure we wouldn’t ever need a coach.
Enter Tina Dulieu from Coaching Dynamics to smash the above preconceptions.
Toucan Internet LLP has been providing commercially successful websites and Internet services 
since 1997 and is in a continually and rapidly changing business environment, both in services 
provided and emerging business opportunities.Toucan Internet LLP benefited from a series of 
six sessions with Tina where the two main partners reviewed and assessed every key aspect of 
the business,what they wanted from it now and, more importantly, in the future.
Did Tina actually teach these old dogs any new tricks? Yes the key lesson to step well back from 
the day to day running of the business and look at the big picture.
Was there benefit in the time spent with Tina? Yes, immense benefit. Tina acted as a catalyst in 
helping us bring clarity to the many opportunities that Toucan Internet has open to it. With that clarity 
it was so easy to review and assess each in line with our business plans and our overall life plans.
So to all the doubting Thomas’s out there, Tina comes at this as:
• an eminently successful business woman in her own right 
• is not formulaic but rather highly bespoke in her offerings 
• can offer sensible support to people who already have significant business experience 
• can even find considerable funding to make it less of a financial risk
Toucan Internet LLP is better for the experience and I commend Tina to any organisation at any 
stage of its growth.”

Simon Thomas  
Toucan Internet LLP 
www.toucanweb.co.uk
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TESTIMONIALS

“For me Tina was a choice.

My number had come up in the Chamber of Commerce raffle and I had to choose either a free Pizza or a DISC 
profile from Coaching Dynamics. The Pizza was looking like a good option but professional Danny decided to 
go for the mysterious profile prize.

Tina carried out my profile and then took us from the DISC profile and on to Growth Accelerator. We set targets 
together and used growth tools to identify what we had to do to hit our growth targets. Tina’s enthusiasm for 
us to grow the company was a breath of fresh air; she was as passionate about our business success as my 
partner and me. Her regular visits served to remind us of what we needed to do to be successful.

After we identified me as the bottleneck in the company’s ability to grow we added 2 new members of staff to 
reduce my workload. This allowed me to concentrate on pricing, project management and sales and with Tina’s 
help I began to learn sales techniques and relationship building. I became more confident in selling and our 
business was energised with a new lease of life.

With Tina’s help Novo Construction have gone from a small building business to a fast growing construction 
company. We have experienced turnover growth of over 1000% to £3M in two years, with new targets that will 
take our £300,000 turnover business of two years ago to £20M turnover business within the next three years.

The best thing about our Journey with Tina and Growth Accelerator is that when we set our 3 year target 2 
years ago they were just pipe dreams, today I know that with Tina’s continued support will reach our new £20M 
turnover targets and beyond.

As part of the Growth Accelerator journey we were excited to be finalists in the National Growth Accelerator 
Awards, “The Brave and The Bold”, held in Mayfair in June 2014. To be one of 8 finalists in our category when 
55,000 businesses have taken part in Growth Accelerator, was testament to the growth Novo Construction 
have achieved.

Tina has given us the tools and confidence to succeed and I can’t thank her enough for all that she has done 
for us. I would wholeheartedly recommend her to anyone who is serious about growing their business.

It appears that faced with a choice of Pizza or Coaching Dynamics, the later has proved to be the healthy 
option for our business.”

Danny Taylor 
Novo Construction Ltd 
www.novoconstruction.co.uk

www.coachingdynamics.co.uk 
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How Can Tina Help Your Business?   
Find out by visiting: www.coachingdynamics.co.uk

Or call on: 077 666 4564 

Tina Dulieu, B.Ed., DipCEC    Tel: 077 6666 4564    tina@coachingdynamics.co.uk 
Finalist ‘Outstanding Growth Coach of Year 2014’ for GrowthAccelerator


